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Review: A Green Card View of MIPS

NAME MNE-
MON-

IC

FOR-
MAT

OPERATION (in 
Verilog)

OPCOD
E/

FUNCT 
(hex)Add add R R[rd] = R[rs] + 

R[rt] (1) 
0 / 20hex 

Add 
Immediate 

addi I R[rt] = R[rs] + 
SignExtImm 
(1)(2) 

8hex 

Branch On 
Equal 

beq I if(R[rs]==R[rt]) 
PC=PC+4+ 
BranchAddr (4) 

4hex
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Outline

Review: clocked logic.

150 no longer a prerequisite!
Quiz cancelled!  New mini-labs!

Review: clocked logic.
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Fig. 1. Process SEM cross section.

The process was raised from [1] to limit standby power.

Circuit design and architectural pipelining ensure low voltage

performance and functionality. To further limit standby current

in handheld ASSPs, a longer poly target takes advantage of the

versus dependence and source-to-body bias is used

to electrically limit transistor in standby mode. All core

nMOS and pMOS transistors utilize separate source and bulk

connections to support this. The process includes cobalt disili-

cide gates and diffusions. Low source and drain capacitance, as

well as 3-nm gate-oxide thickness, allow high performance and

low-voltage operation.

III. ARCHITECTURE

The microprocessor contains 32-kB instruction and data

caches as well as an eight-entry coalescing writeback buffer.

The instruction and data cache fill buffers have two and four

entries, respectively. The data cache supports hit-under-miss

operation and lines may be locked to allow SRAM-like oper-

ation. Thirty-two-entry fully associative translation lookaside

buffers (TLBs) that support multiple page sizes are provided

for both caches. TLB entries may also be locked. A 128-entry

branch target buffer improves branch performance a pipeline

deeper than earlier high-performance ARM designs [2], [3].

A. Pipeline Organization

To obtain high performance, the microprocessor core utilizes

a simple scalar pipeline and a high-frequency clock. In addition

to avoiding the potential power waste of a superscalar approach,

functional design and validation complexity is decreased at the

expense of circuit design effort. To avoid circuit design issues,

the pipeline partitioning balances the workload and ensures that

no one pipeline stage is tight. The main integer pipeline is seven

stages, memory operations follow an eight-stage pipeline, and

when operating in thumb mode an extra pipe stage is inserted

after the last fetch stage to convert thumb instructions into ARM

instructions. Since thumb mode instructions [11] are 16 b, two

instructions are fetched in parallel while executing thumb in-

structions. A simplified diagram of the processor pipeline is

Fig. 2. Microprocessor pipeline organization.

shown in Fig. 2, where the state boundaries are indicated by

gray. Features that allow the microarchitecture to achieve high

speed are as follows.

The shifter and ALU reside in separate stages. The ARM in-

struction set allows a shift followed by an ALU operation in a

single instruction. Previous implementations limited frequency

by having the shift and ALU in a single stage. Splitting this op-

eration reduces the critical ALU bypass path by approximately

1/3. The extra pipeline hazard introduced when an instruction is

immediately followed by one requiring that the result be shifted

is infrequent.

Decoupled Instruction Fetch.A two-instruction deep queue is

implemented between the second fetch and instruction decode

pipe stages. This allows stalls generated later in the pipe to be

deferred by one or more cycles in the earlier pipe stages, thereby

allowing instruction fetches to proceed when the pipe is stalled,

and also relieves stall speed paths in the instruction fetch and

branch prediction units.

Deferred register dependency stalls. While register depen-

dencies are checked in the RF stage, stalls due to these hazards

are deferred until the X1 stage. All the necessary operands are

then captured from result-forwarding busses as the results are

returned to the register file.

One of the major goals of the design was to minimize the en-

ergy consumed to complete a given task. Conventional wisdom

has been that shorter pipelines are more efficient due to re-

Intel XScale ARM Pipeline, 

JSSC 36:11, November 2001
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shown in Fig. 2, where the state boundaries are indicated by

gray. Features that allow the microarchitecture to achieve high

speed are as follows.

The shifter and ALU reside in separate stages. The ARM in-

struction set allows a shift followed by an ALU operation in a

single instruction. Previous implementations limited frequency

by having the shift and ALU in a single stage. Splitting this op-

eration reduces the critical ALU bypass path by approximately

1/3. The extra pipeline hazard introduced when an instruction is

immediately followed by one requiring that the result be shifted

is infrequent.

Decoupled Instruction Fetch.A two-instruction deep queue is

implemented between the second fetch and instruction decode

pipe stages. This allows stalls generated later in the pipe to be

deferred by one or more cycles in the earlier pipe stages, thereby

allowing instruction fetches to proceed when the pipe is stalled,

and also relieves stall speed paths in the instruction fetch and

branch prediction units.

Deferred register dependency stalls. While register depen-

dencies are checked in the RF stage, stalls due to these hazards

are deferred until the X1 stage. All the necessary operands are

then captured from result-forwarding busses as the results are

returned to the register file.

One of the major goals of the design was to minimize the en-

ergy consumed to complete a given task. Conventional wisdom

has been that shorter pipelines are more efficient due to re-

Intel XScale ARM Pipeline, 

JSSC 36:11, November 2001

the big ideas

Datapaths

Pipelining

Caching

Control
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by having the shift and ALU in a single stage. Splitting this op-
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immediately followed by one requiring that the result be shifted
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pipe stages. This allows stalls generated later in the pipe to be

deferred by one or more cycles in the earlier pipe stages, thereby

allowing instruction fetches to proceed when the pipe is stalled,

and also relieves stall speed paths in the instruction fetch and
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Deferred register dependency stalls. While register depen-

dencies are checked in the RF stage, stalls due to these hazards

are deferred until the X1 stage. All the necessary operands are
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Test Plan

Xilinx

CAD flows

a working machine
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Administrivia - Course Adjustments

150 is no longer a prerequisite.

Goal: In first month, cover the 
essential material for the Labs.

Prerequisite quiz is cancelled!
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Administrivia -- Mini-Labs

9/3:  Design Entry, Simulation

30 minute demo of CAD tools by a TA, 
followed by 90 minutes hands-on work.

In 119 Cory, in discussion section slots:
Friday 12-2 and Friday 2-4.

9/10:  State Machine Debugging

9/17:  Pushing designs to Xilinx
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Administrivia -- mini-Lab FAQ

Is there a pre-lab?  Yes, a 
short list of questions, due at
the start of lab.

When is it due?  End of lab, 
extensions by request.

Is the first mini-lab on the 
website now?  Yes!
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Administrivia -- other course changes

Lab 1 due date is still 9/13.
Get started early!

An extra week added to Lab 2 
(workload is unchanged).

After Lab 2 is completed, the 
course will be back on plan.
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Clocked Logic Review
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Review: Edge-Triggered D Flip Flops

D Q

CLK

Value of D is sampled on positive clock edge.

Q outputs sampled value for rest of cycle.

D

Q
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Review: Edge-Triggering in Verilog

D Q

module ff(D, Q, CLK);

input D, CLK;
output Q;

always @ (CLK) 
Q  <= D;

endmodule

CLK

Module code 
has two 
bugs. 

Where?

Value of D is sampled on positive clock edge.

Q outputs sampled value for rest of cycle.
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Review: Edge-Triggered D Flip Flops

module ff(D, Q, CLK);

input D, CLK;
output Q;
reg Q;

always @ (posedge CLK) 
Q  <= D;

endmodule

D Q

CLK Correct ?

Value of D is sampled on positive clock edge.

Q outputs sampled value for rest of cycle.
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Logic styles used in CS 152 lectures

All state elements in a design are 
edge-triggered, on the positive 
edge of a single global clock.

or

All state elements in a design are 
edge-triggered, on the negative 
edge of a single global clock.
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State Machine Review
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Specification:  Traffic Light Controller

If Change == 1 on 

positive CLK 

edge

traffic light

changes

1 0 0 

R Y G 

If Rst == 1 on 

positive CLK 

edge

R Y G = 1 0 0

CLK Change Rst

R

Y

G

(red)

(yellow)

(green)
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State Diagram:  Traffic Light Controller

Change == 1

Change == 1 Change == 1

R Y G

1 0 0 

R Y G

0 0 1 

R Y G

0 1 0 

Rst == 1
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Timing Diagram:  Traffic Light Controller

CLK

Change

R Y G 1 0 0 1 0 00 1 00 0 1

Change == 1

Change == 1 Change == 1

R Y G

1 0 0 

R Y G

0 0 1 

R Y G

0 1 0 

Rst == 1
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State Assignment: Traffic Light Controller

D QD Q D QR G Y

Change == 1

Change == 1 Change == 1

R Y G

1 0 0 

R Y G

0 0 1 

R Y G

0 1 0 

Rst == 1

“One-Hot Encoding”
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Next State Combinational Logic

Next State Logic: Traffic Light Controller

D QD Q D QR G Y

Change
Rst

Change == 1

Change == 1 Change == 1

R Y G

1 0 0 

R Y G

0 0 1 

R Y G

0 1 0 

Rst == 1
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wire      next_R,  next_Y,  next_G;
output  R, Y, G; 

State Verilog: Traffic Light Controller

D QD Q D QR G Y

 ???
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Verilog: Edge-Triggered D Flip Flops

module ff(D, Q, CLK);

input D, CLK;
output Q;
reg Q;

always @ (posedge CLK) 
Q  <= D;

endmodule

D Q

CLK

Value of D is sampled on positive clock edge.

Q outputs sampled value for rest of cycle.
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wire      next_R,  next_Y,  next_G;
output  R, Y, G; 

State Elements: Traffic Light Controller

ff  ff_R(R,  next_R, CLK);
ff  ff_Y(Y,  next_Y,  CLK);
ff  ff_G(G,  next_G,  CLK); 

D QD Q D QR G Y
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Next State Logic: Traffic Light Controller

Next State Combinational Logic

next_Gnext_R next_Y
R G Y

Change
Rst

wire      next_R,  next_Y,  next_G;

assign  next_R =  rst ? 1’b1 : (change ? Y : R); 
assign  next_Y =  rst ? 1’b0 : (change ? G : Y);
assign  next_G =  rst ? 1’b0 : (change ? R : G); 
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wire      next_R,  next_Y,  next_G;
output  R, Y, G;

assign  next_R =  rst ? 1’b1 : (change ? Y : R); 
assign  next_Y =  rst ? 1’b0 : (change ? G : Y);
assign  next_G =  rst ? 1’b0 : (change ? R : G);

ff  ff_R(R,  next_R, CLK);
ff  ff_Y(Y,  next_Y,  CLK);
ff  ff_G(G,  next_G,  CLK); 

Verilog: Complete Traffic Light Controller
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Next State Combinational Logic

Logic Diagram: Traffic Light Controller

D QD Q D QR G Y

Change
Rst

Change == 1

Change == 1 Change == 1

R Y G

1 0 0 

R Y G

0 0 1 

R Y G

0 1 0 

Rst == 1
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In conclusion -- Design Descriptions

Timing diagrams: logic in motion.

Verilog: Precise semantics 
and structure.

Schematics: visually 
coherent logic structure.
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